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WELCOME

Johanna Torres | Visual Designer

Hello! my name is Johanna Torres, and I am a graphic designer 
born and raised in Nicaragua, currently based in Savannah, 
GA. As a multidisciplinary designer, I am passionate about 
creating thought-provoking work accross traditional and 
digital media. As an artist, I consider myself an explorer of 
techniques and materials; which I incorporate in my designs 
across packaging, editorial, UX, and print. I am commited 
to creating conceptual work that is visually engaging while 
providing design solutions.

My work is defined by the knowledge I’ve acquired throughout 
the years; from illustration, painting, digital art, and now design; 
I am passionate about using my skillset to create innovative 
projects. As I continue to grow as a designer, I keep acquiring 
techniques and knowledge that allows me to experiment new 
forms of communicating ideas and concepts that challenge 
the conventional approach to design.

johannatorresdesign.com
johannatorresdesign@gmail.com
727.793.5397

EDUCATION

HONORS

EXPERIENCE

SERVICE

FREELANCE

SKILLS

LANGUAGES

09/16 – 2020

SCAD

06/19 – 08/19

02/16 – 05/16

2017 – Present

04/19 – 06/19

04/19 – 05/19

06/18 – 08/18

Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) | Savannah, GA

Jennifer Nolletti Memorial Art Foundation Scholarship.
School of Communication Arts Endowed Scholarship.
SCAD Achievement Scholarship.
SCAD Honors Scholarship.

Soulbee Company, New York City, NY. / 2020
Cultiva Solutions, Washington, DC. / 2018
SNAPS Component Eyewear, Jacksonville, FL / 2018

Adobe Creative Cloud [Photoshop, InDesign, illustrator, 
XD, After Effects] Office 365, Figma, web design, mixed 
media, painting and illustration, typography, packaging.

Fluent in Spanish and English.

DIESTE inc, Dallas, TX (dieste.com)
Art Director Intern
Collaborated with the creative team to design campaign assets 
such as mockups, layouts, and social media elements for the 
clients: TX Whiskey, Goya, Pollo Campero, and Pizza Hut.

SALVADOR DALI MUSEUM, St. Petersburg, FL
Volunteer/Gallery Experience Assistant
Offered exhibit information to visitors about the artwork 
while enhancing guest experience,and answered 
questions about upcoming and current events and 
activities at the museum.

HEWLETT PACKARD x SCADpro, Savannah, GA 
Graphic Designer | Collaborator
Participated as a graphic design team member to create a 
platform to facilitate and expand services using HP devices; 
collaborated to design the application, slides,  and processbook.

ARCANE STRATEGIES, Savannah, GA (arcanestrategies.com)
Graphic Design Intern
Created infographics, presentation decks, and website layouts for 
development. Established brand guidelines for the official Arcane 
Strategies website and company clients.

MILK & SASS, Orielle LLC, Dallas, TX (milkandsass.com)
Marketing Intern
Performed brand marketing research, proposed digital ideas for 
social media, developed research on PR and sales to expand the 
brand through social platforms.

B.F.A. Graphic Design, Dean’s List GPA 3.9 | May 2020



Digital painting

Copywriting

UX design

Advertising

The Butcher | Self-expression platform
Freedom of speech for Nicaragua

Objective | The project objective for The Butcher was to raise awareness 
about the current socio-political crisis in Nicaragua, while providing a 
way for people to express themselves in a safe space that allows 
Nicaraguan and U.S citizens to share news, art, and information about 
the current crisis which started back in 2018. 

Concept | With the intention of motivating people to speak up against 
the human rights violations in Nicaragua, the concept for The Butcher 
was inspired by the censorship of free speech and attacks that people 
have endured throughout the past years, with the intention of telling the 
stories of people who have suffered.

Theme | Particularly focusing on street art and guerrilla campaigns, The 
Butcher adopts a thematic resembling graffiti used to speak out in favor 
of those who cannot speak for themselves. This campaign seeks to show 
visuals that display the urgency of the matter while displaying art in a 
way that speaks to the emotions of the viewers. 

Materials | The campaign deliverables includes a website, guerilla 
advertising, and app to facilitate the use of the platform while raising 
awareness of the current issue. In addition, it provides a space for 
Nicaraguan citizens to have access to unbiased news and be able to 
speak up about the situation. The visuals used throughout the guerrilla 
campaign are carried out to the app and website for cohesiveness and to 
maintain visuals in brand.



The Butcher | Topic brainstorming

Research a social issue or cause of interest and 
develop a concept that allows you to communicate 
extensive informationin order to educate people, 
or raise awareness of this issue. Create content 
heavy deliverables that will display in-depth 
research and keen knowledge on the issue at 
hand, while also developing market analysis of 
your audience and to whom it will be directed. 

Project Overview

The Butcher | Topic brainstorming

In 2018, the Nicaraguan government issued a law to increase 
taxes and lower benefits for pensioners. This led to pacific 
protests in the streets of Managua. Shortly after, the government 
started using force against the protesters in the attempt to 
avoid turmoil. Due to this, multiple people were injured, and 11 
casualties were recorded after just one day of protests. After 
seeing how the government was violating the people’s human 
rights of freedom of speech, citizens changed their demands 
and ordered President Daniel Ortega to step down from power. 
Multiple National dialogues took place but they never reached 
a consensus. Almost two years later, the situation remains the 
same and the government has taken control of independent 
media channels to prevent news from sreading internationally, 
mainly because of the atrocities that have been committed, 
along with human right violations and censorship of free speech.

I’ve decided to tackle this issue because it is personal to me and 
I see it as my duty to raise awareness of the current situation 
in Nicaragua. There is incredible potential to bring light to this 
social issue because of how urgent and fresh it is; in addition, this 
campaign will allow people from other countries to be aware of 
what is going on in Nicaragua and could potentially be interested 
in helping out one way or the other.

Socio-Political Crisis in Nicaragua



The Butcher | Main Goals & Project Impact The Butcher | Topic brainstorming



The Butcher | Research & notes The Butcher | Topic brainstorming



The Butcher | Content Sources The Butcher | Initial Color Scheme



The Butcher | Typography Studies The Butcher | Typography Studies



The Butcher | Target Market The Butcher | S.W.O.T Analysis & Brainstorming



The Butcher | Concept Ideation The Butcher | Concept Ideation



The Butcher | Ideation Result The Butcher | Deliverable I | Sketches



The Butcher | Deliverable I | Sketches The Butcher | Deliverable I | Sketches



The Butcher | Deliverable I | Sketches The Butcher | Deliverable I | Sketches



The Butcher | Website Sketches The Butcher | Website Sketches



The Butcher | Website Refined Sketches The Butcher | Website Inspiration



The Butcher | Website | Process The Butcher | Website | Process



The Butcher | Website | Version 1 The Butcher | Website | Final Refinements



The Butcher | App Process

Objective | The goal of The Butcher app is to provide a more accessible way for 
people to share, get news, and keep up to date with current events in Nicaragua. 
The app is open to anyone and acts as an incentive for people to share their 
artwork anonymously if necessary.

The Butcher | App Refinements

App deliverable | The app will have features that allows users to follow, share, and 
search for news. Connect with fellow artists and share their artwork. Visit and 
comment on other posts and show appreciation. Most importantly, this app will 
allow people to interact with each other while raising awareness of the current 
socio-political crisis in Nicaragua.



The Butcher | Campaign Process | Sketches The Butcher | Campaign Process | Sketches



The Butcher | Campaign Process The Butcher | Campaign Process



The Butcher | Brochure Sketches The Butcher | Brochure Sketches



The Butcher | Brochure Process The Butcher | Brochure Process



The Butcher | Brochure Process The Butcher | Brochure Process



The Butcher | Final Project The Butcher | Final Project



Poirot Vineyard | Wine Packaging

Objective | The objective for Poirot Vineyard was to package a series 
of three wine bottles in an outer container reflecting the concept for a 
small batch including Rosé, Merlot, and LeBlanc wines while making the 
package interactive.

Concept | With the intention of emphasizing the playfulness of detective 
stories; the concept for Poirot was inspired by 18th century crime fiction, 
depicting characters such as the detective, killer, and victim. The concept 
approaches this scenario from the perspective of animals represented 
by these three characters in fiction while adding a twist where the 
characters (fox, hound, and rooster) hunt each other.

Theme | Particularly focusing on Victorian style, Poirot Vineyard adopts 
a thematic resembling elements found during this era; including gold 
ink ornaments, patterns, and typographical treatments with elaborate 
details. The goal of this visual approach was to have the illusion that 
these three characters come straight from a crime fiction story. 

Materials | The project includes labels for each bottle of wine, as well 
as the outer container. The container was built out of laser cut wood, 
which was engraved, stained, and painted to fit the theme chosen for 
the original concept. The patterns and designs on the sides as well as 
the maze found in the back of the container were painted by hand using 
gold and black ink in order to achieve the Victorian Era style throughout 
the entire design.

True crime hunt

Packaging

Painting

Copywriting



Poirot Vineyard | ConceptPoirot Vineyard | Beverage Choice

Based on the concept chosen for Poirot, I selected a variety of three wines (Rosé, 
Merlot, and LeBlanc). As I started brainstorming ideas for the package I thought of 
wine as three different personalities that are packaged together; therefore I chose 
to develop my concept around three different types of wine. After doing research 
on different bottles for juice, wine, and beer, I found that wine bottles are quite del-
icate and many of them have intricate shapes, these shapes allows for the design 
to be stronger in many of the examples I found. 

I particularly found the Grenache Rosé bottle ( right side) specifically interesting 
among the other bottles because of the roundness of the middle area of the bottle 
and thin neck. I was drawn to this bottle the most because of the large surface area 
that it has compared to the thin wine bottles I’ve seen before. I also found a lot of 
potential for the design to play around with this large surface area as opposed to 
my initial idea of using juice bottles, which are thin and longer. Before making my 
bottle choice I thought about creating a package for juice; however, this delicate, 
and vintage-looking bottle inspired me to seek a different approach with the three 
different types of wine and create a design that would be playful and could contrast 
the traditional elegance of wine itself.

Rosé, Merlot, LeBlanc Gossamer Perfect Crime* Death Row

This concept is centered around the Greek mythology 
based on three of the strongest Goddesses in the 
Olympus. The main goal is to create a connection 
between the empowerment and strength of these 
mythological figures with the beauty and delicacy of 
the outer package. I’ve chosen Athena; the Goddess 
of war and wisdom, Artemis; a huntress and goddess 
of wildlife, and Tyche; the goddess of fortune and fate. 
I decided to focus on these characters as opposed 
to those female characters who symbolize beauty 
or vanity because my goal is to appeal to a target 
audience who finds value in the empowerment 
of women because of their intelligence, skills, and 
courage. In addition, to contrast this concept which is 
deeply rooted in the intellectual capabilities of these 
mythological figures, I will create a design in Art 
Nouveau style to represent outer beauty and delicacy 
but inner strength. I will mainly use Alphonse Mucha 
as a reference for illustrations.

Perfect Crime is a concept centered around classical 
murder mysteries and the comparison between chess 
pieces and deciphering a crime. Based on the system of 
novels and classical mystery movies, there is typically a 
victim, a killer, and a detective. From this analysis I de-
cided to give these three characters a more mysterious 
personality by connecting them to chess pieces, the 
killer (femme fatale) is represented by the queen, the 
Detective (Hawkshaw) is the rook, and the victim is the 
king. The reasoning behind this concept is that usually 
murder mysteries are almost like a game between the 
good ones and the killers; where the detective’s goal is 
to uncover the culprit and the killer’s intentions some-
times are merely to play with people’s minds to prevent 
being uncovered. This concept would lend itself to be 
a potential game in addition to the beverages, adding 
value to the wine brand itself due to its multifaceted 
nature and flexibility to become multiple things at once.

Death row is a concept revolving around endangered 
species and a call to action directly targeting consum-
ers through the package and overall content of the bot-
tles. This concept is called death row because humans 
are carelessly putting animals in danger until species 
go completely extinct. This wine company will poten-
tially partner with the World Wildlife Fund to prevent 
the extinction of these animals: pandas, black rhinos, 
and sea turtles. Buying this product will contribute to 
this organization and inform people of how important 
it is to prevent these animals to go extinct. The overall 
look and feel of the design will be completely geared 
towards this goal and making people aware of these 
global issues. The color scheme will be based on the 
aethetics of the animal’s environment, and to achieve 
this I plan on designing the inside of the bottle as well 
to create the environment inside the bottle itself. This 
is an important problem to tackle and as a designer.



Poirot Vineyard | Brainstorming | Perfect Crime Poirot Vineyard | Concept Ideation
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Poirot Vineyard | Brainstorming | Gossamer Poirot Vineyard | Brainstorming | Death Row



Poirot Vineyard | Logo Sketches Poirot Vineyard | Logo Sketches



Poirot Vineyard | Logo Version I Poirot Vineyard | Logo Version I



Poirot Vineyard | Logo Refinements Poirot Vineyard | Logo Color Variations

Film Noir
Victorian Era
Steampunk
Garments
Gold pendants
Delicate
Silk
Gold
Black & white
Femme Fatale
Bright
Pastels



Poirot Vineyard | General Color Studies

R: 243
G: 209
B: 172

C: 4
M: 18
Y: 33
K: 0

#f3d1ac

R: 242
G: 128
B: 22

C: 1
M: 61
Y: 100
K: 0

#f28016

R: 231
G: 111
B: 112

C: 5
M: 70
Y: 47
K: 0
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G: 79
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C: 0
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Poirot Vineyard | Type Studies



Poirot Vineyard | Concept Sketches Poirot Vineyard | Character Sketches



Poirot Vineyard | Characters | 3 Versions

This style was inspired by Tim Burton, having 
dark colors in a monochromatic way would 
connect with the concept of film noir in crime 
fiction, as opposed to using a colorful scheme.

This cartoon-like style was inspired by childhood 
cartoon characters and the look on the character’s 
face is meant to convey humor and give it a fun 
personality with a monochromatic scheme.

Inspired by the Victorian Era and wild west stories, 
I chose this style to convey the concept of crime 
fiction in this project. Instead of using humor, I 
decided to create more mysterious characters.

Poirot Vineyard | Character Development



Poirot Vineyard | Final Characters Poirot Vineyard | Back labels sketches



Poirot Vineyard | Labels version 1 Poirot Vineyard | Back labels final Version



Poirot Vineyard | Outer Container Sketches Poirot Vineyard | Outer Container Sketches



Poirot Vineyard | Outer Container Lasercut files Poirot Vineyard | Outer container process



Poirot Vineyard | Final project



Illustrations

UX Design

Copywriting

Print

Objective | The project objective for Roots Market was to create a 
cooperative market located in St. Augustine, FL, where people are 
able to grow their crops at home and sell them at the market through 
consignment sale agreements; while promoting the harvesting of healthy 
food for everyone in the community.

Concept | With the intention of connecting people within the city of St. 
Augustine; the concept for Roots Market was inspired by the intertwining 
of roots in plants with correlation to neighborhoods and how citizens are 
connected to each other through the experiences they share, as well as 
the food they consume.

Theme | Particularly focusing on organic materials and plants, Roots 
Market adopts a visual treatment resembling elements found in nature 
such as patterns, flowers, roots, leaves, etc. With the goal of creating an 
organic, and playful brand that will entice community members to join 
Roots.

Materials | The project includes a brochure, menu, website, and app to 
facilitate the organization of product sales and make the process easier 
for clients to join as a member of Roots Market. The brochure will be 
distributed at the market and will be sent inside the welcome kit for new 
members to explain how to use the application and start growing their 
products and scheduling pick-up dates.

Roots Market | Local Food Cooperative
United by nature



Roots Market | Brainstorming Roots Market | Brainstorming



Roots Market | Research Roots Market | Concept Choices



Roots Market | Final Concept Choice Roots Market | Brainstorming



Roots Market | S.W.O.T Analysis Roots Market | Market Analysis & Strategy



Roots Market | Vision Board Roots Market | Typography Studies



Roots Market | Typography Studies Roots Market | Color Studies



Roots Market | Color Studies Roots Market | Refined Color Studies



Roots Market | Competitor Analysis Roots Market | Logo Sketches



Roots Market | Logo Process Roots Market | Logo Process

FINAL LOGO



Roots Market | App Ideation Roots Market | App Structure



Roots Market | App Sketches Roots Market | App Sketches



Roots Market | App Sketches Roots Market | Wireframes



Roots Market | Wireframes Roots Market | Wireframes



Roots Market | Process Roots Market | Process | Visual Assets



Roots Market | Version I Roots Market | Version I



Roots Market | App Final Roots Market | App Final



Roots Market | Website Sketches Roots Market | Website Sketches



Roots Market | Website Sketches Roots Market | Website Sketches



Roots Market | Website Process Roots Market | Website Process



Roots Market | Website Process Roots Market | Website Process



Roots Market | Brochure Process Roots Market | Brochure Process



Roots Market | Chalkboard Process Roots Market | Chalkboard Process



Roots Market | Menu Process Roots Market | Menu Process



Roots Market | Roots Market Final Project Roots Market | Roots Market Final Project



Illustrations

UX Design

Copywritingbuddy Objective | The project objective for Buddy was to provide a platform 
for dog owners and pet-sitters to connect in an easy, fast, and seamless 
way; making the dogs a priority and providing a solution for owners who 
need caretakers or a quick drop-in visit to their pet while out of town.

Concept | With the intention of connecting  dogs with their pals within 
the community; the concept for Buddy was inspired by the joy of making 
new friends and engaging in interactions that make dogs happy to be 
outside playing and enjoying the company of new best friends within 
their neighborhood.

Theme | Particularly focusing on bursts of energy and excitement that 
dogs radiate, Buddy adopts a thematic treatment with a colorful palette 
that is carried throughout the app; as well as an organic visual treatment.

Features | The application contains several features that allow users to 
find each section easily since it is color coded. In addition to the features, 
Buddy provides a list of six dog services for users to find pet-sitters, 
caretakers, friends, dog groups, among others. 

Buddy | Dog Community App
Make new friends

Meet the team

Jena Martin Oscar Kwong Michelle Morrin Chris Bailey
UX Design UX Design Graphic Design UX Design



Buddy | Project Problem & solution Buddy | Brainstorming

Dogs are loving creatures in need of attention, care, and love; it is evident that many 
dog owners have a limited schedule and time frame where they get to spend qual-
ity time with their pets; on the other hand, some dog breeds need more physical 
activity than others, many of these dogs end up developing health issues as well 
as emotional instability that can only be fixed with attention and more time spent 
outside with other dogs, where they can interact and be physically active.

Buddy will allow you to find dog owners around your area and provide a wide 
range of ways in which you can schedule playdates between your dog and other 
dogs around your neighborhood. By doing this, Buddy will provide a way for dogs 
to interact as often as they wish and for them to make friends instead of just being 
at home all way while their owner is busy. The app also provides caretakers and 
pet-sitters for your dog if you are out of town and can’t take your pet with you. 

Our audience will range from college students to people in their 50s because 
anyone who owns a dog and wants to make their dog happy will love this app. It 
is meant to target people who would like to make their dog happier and interact 
with other dogs; this target market is also mainly people who are typically very 
busy and need someone to take care of their dog because of their limited schedule. 
For instance college students are typically busy going to class and also when they 
come back home to do their work, this is the primary market because they would 
need someone to look after their pet while they’re busy.

Problem

Solution

Target Market



Buddy | Survey | 30 participants 

What are some inconveniences of owning a dog? Is there something you’d like to change regarding 
the way you take care of your dog?

Is it hard for you to find friends for your dog?

How many days a week can you walk your dog? Would you ever trust someone you barely know to 
take care of your dog?

What’s the best app for dogs in your opinion?

Buddy | Survey | 30 participants  

Based on the data collected from 30 participants, our design team found out that 
many dog owners struggle with similar things such as not having enough time to 
spend with their pets, worrying that their dog does not spend enough time with 
other pets alike, and most importantly, the fact that many owners wish to give more 
love and attention to their dogs. Based on this, we came to the conclusion that it 
was necessary to create an app that isn’t just a service for pet-sitting, dog boarding, 
etc. but that it also offers features that allow your dog to find friends around the 
neighborhood and having the chance to interact with them in a safe way. 

Buddy’s main competitor is Rover, its clean and user friendly interface makes it 
easy for users to find the service they are looking for, as well as a platform where 
users can interact. However; for Buddy, we decided to create an all-dogs platform 
where the dog owner builds a profile from the perspective of their dog and interacts 
with users in a fun way. 

Problem

Design approach

VIBRANT FRIENDLY ORGANIC



Buddy | Color Scheme Buddy | Typography studies



Buddy | Initial user journeys Buddy | Initial user journeys



Buddy | Main features & Production timeline Buddy | App structure

Pet services Friend search Camera User profile

Customize your pet-sitting
service as needed. 

Search for pet caretakers
for your dog in your area.

Set advanced filters and 
add search notifications.

Visit the caretaker’s profile 
and check out qualifications.

Search for your dog’s new 
friends based on location.

Track your dog’s location 
during visits and day cares.

App Navigation Pet Services



Buddy | Logo sketches Buddy | Logo refinements

buddy

buddy

buddy

buddy



Buddy | App wireframes Buddy | App wireframes



Buddy | Rough draft Buddy | Rough draft



Buddy | Poster Process Buddy | App Process



Buddy | Buddy final project Buddy | Buddy final project



Packaging

Painting

Copywriting

Illustrations

Objective | The project objective for Cosmos was to design a set of five 
packages for toys or collectibles for kids or adults, considering that the 
five items could be sold independently or as collectibles, while targetting 
a specific market. The target market for Cosmos is wide, but particularly 
aimed towards young children around the ages 6+ 

Concept | With the intention of inspiring children to go out and explore, 
the concept for Cosmos was inspired by space travel, in which gnomes 
go to outer space in search of treasures and adventure. Seeking to 
motivate kids to be creative, the concept is centered around the idea 
of exploring the unknown with no fears. Each package and illustration 
is connected to a planet and color differentiation through names such 
as: “Trippy Venus” and “Mellow Mercury.” The names and colors were 
chosen according to different neon lights, which connects back to the 
concept inspired by arcades and fluorescent lights.

Theme | Particularly focusing on visuals resembling arcades and neon 
signs, Cosmos adopts a thematic treatment that is fun for kids due to 
its variety of colors and the glow in the dark items that are packaged 
in each box. The typographical treatment is also inspired by neon signs 
and the fluidity of marbling paint, once again connecting with the idea of 
creativity and imagination.

Materials | The project includes five wood package design for the 
structure used as armature to hold the paper containing information and 
illustrations about the product. The wooden armature was painted to 
resemble a spaceship, when placed side by side creates a planet in the 
middle. These elements were laser cut, engraved, and painted by hand to 
personalize each gnome character with a color to create differentiation 
between all five packages. The gnomes were also painted, and each item 
as well as the boxes glow under blacklight.

Cosmos | Toy Packaging
Space traveling gnomes



Cosmos | 5 Items

The item I chose are five garden gnomes (6 inches tall), I chose this item because 
I wanted to create a package that would be playful and resemble toy packages 
for kids but also keeping in mind that this could be a collectible for adults due to 
the bright neon colors I used for my chosen concept. The structure of the gnomes 
is slightly different but even enough to be packaged in the same sized box. I 
am planning on painting the gnomes neon glow in the dark colors so that they 
connect more to the concept of neon space travel. I am planning to include two 
neon markers to that the customer can use them to paint the inside of the box. 
After doing research on gnomes in medieval mythology, I realized there is a realm 
of possibilities and ideas that could be developed into an interesting concept for 
packaging for kids and adults. The fun, mysterious nature of gnomes lends itself to 
many approaches and this compelled me to choose them for my packaging item. 
Gnomes are fun creatures, but they also represent the digging for treasures and 
gold. This developed into an idea of digging for treasures in other planets, not just 
earth precious metals, but the wide range of elements that can be found in space 
when you truly explore.

Garden Gnomes | Toy Packaging

Cosmos |  Concept Variations

Space Traveling Gnomes* Tokyo Monster Houses

Gnomes evolved, and now instead of guarding the 
treasures underneath people’s gardens, they want to 
seek new and more exotic treasures. So they all build 
their spaceships and travel through time and space on 
their mushroom ships digging for treasures in differ-
ent planets. Centered around “Finders keepers, losers 
weepers.” Aesthetically, the packages will be based 
around space travel with a combination of colorful 
elements that resemble hallucinations and “wonder-
land-like” look. Each character will have a different 
story about their findings and a little bit of information 
on where they got the treasure from. They will have 
completely different personalities that might relate 
to the dwarfs from Snow White but not entirely. The 
ships will be made of cardboard and each of them will 
be based on a different type of mushroom but with the 
same surface area and volume to fit the gnomes. The 
inspiration for this concept is how gnomes as myth-
ological creatures, they guard treasures underground 
and people simply place them in their gardens for de-
coation, but I added a twist where they get bored of 
the same old routine and want to seek adventure and 
new treasures.

VIBRANT
TRIPPY

LIQUID MOTION
HALLUCINATION

COLORFUL
STATIC

NEON
FATAL

DEADLY
TRAP

MESMERIZING
FLUID

Fairies lost their houses because of deforestation, now 
they’re looking for new houses to move into, they travel 
everywhere and find the perfect spot in Tokyo. They’re 
mesmerized by the hypnotic neon lights and get lured 
into the houses, only to find out that they’re actually 
fairy traps and the little houses are neon monsters 
that want to eat all the fairies, and this is how they get 
their vibrant neon colors from. I am planning on basing 
this concept on traditional Japanese culture but mostly 
focusing on the anime-look and vibrant neon lights 
that are everywhere. These little houses are supposed 
to be in hidden spots throughout the city but these 
fairies find them so beautiful and once they get close, 
the houses eat them alive to use their magic to power 
the neon lights. This concept will have an arcade-feel 
to it because I want to show vibrant colors that make 
the package more appealing to kids. I am also inspired 
by liquid motion animation because of its fluidity and 
fun movements. The little houses will be painted with 
neon glow in the dark colors to conncect with the 
concept of monster neon houses. This is meant to have 
a whimsical feel to it because fairies get lured inside 
the houses because of its magical and vibrant colors.
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Space Traveling Gnomes

A group of gnomes travel to space seeking treasures in 
different planets because they are tired of guarding human 
backyards. Each gnome wants to travel to a different 
planet seeking specific precious metals or stones in each 
planet. This will be a toy for children because the inside of 
the package will have illustrations that they can color using 
the two markers provided in the box. Each gnome will have 
a different narrative on the side of the box describing his 
adventure. The user will open up the box and reveal the 
gnome finally finding the precious metal by digging on 
each planet’s surface. The package will continue to have 
the ‘space’ theme throughout the boxes but it will not be as 
evident, until you look at the top and see the boxes creating 
a circle resembling 5 of the planets. Since the gnomes are 
traveling on mushroom space ships, the concept will adopt 
a psychedelic thematic that will reflect part of the main 
idea. The black color of the boxes will connect all 5 of them, 
but each will have an additional color to make them stand 
out among all of the other boxes. The shape is meant to 
resemble a spaceship but once all the boxes are put next to 
one another, they create a star, once again connecting to 
the space theme. I combined the two previous concepts to 
adopt the neon/arcade thematic within the space traveling 
gnomes to make each package unique but also quite 
similar to the series of 5. The front of the package shows 
the neon world the gnomes are leaving behind to seek 
adventure in space.
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Front Cover Back of cover
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